Motivation: MicroRNAs (miRNAs) play essential roles in plant growth, development and stress responses through post-transcriptionally regulating the expression levels of their target mRNAs. Although some tools and databases were developed for predicting the relationships between miRNAs and their targets (miR-Tar), most of them were dependent on computational methods without experimental validations. With the development of degradome sequencing techniques, researchers can identify potential interactions based on degradome sequencing data. The validations with specific degradome data are useful to identify the miR-Tar interactions (MTIs) occurring in/under some specific tissues or treatments. Degradome-based plant miRNA-target interaction and network database (DPMIND) collected almost all available plant degradome data and built a retrieval and analysis platform of miRNA-target interactions and miRNA regulatory networks (MRNs). Results: DPMIND contains the recently updated 3794 miRNAs and 28 666 verified MTIs with 69 degradomes from 10 plant species. Not only the verified MTIs but also the degradome-based MRNs can be retrieved from DPMIND. Users can search for the verified MTIs and build degradome-based MRNs for the specific miRNAs or targets. DPMIND can build the MRNs based on all degradomes or specific degradomes, which helps to identify all possible connections among specific miR-Tar and compare the miRNA-mediated networks among various tissues or treatments. It can also build the networks mediated by all known miRNAs based on specific degradomes. Furthermore, DPMIND can be used to study the conservation and specificity of MTIs and subnetworks across different plant tissues or species. Availability and implementation: http://202.195.246.60/DPMIND/.
Introduction
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) play vital roles in regulating gene expression and cellular mechanisms at post-transcriptional level. The discovery of the first miRNA in Caenorhabditis elegans (Lee et al., 1993) inspired numerous studies about small regulatory RNAs. The miRNAs can bind to one or more mRNA targets to negatively regulate target expression at the post-transcriptional level (Dostie et al., 2003) .
MiRBase (Kozomara and Griffiths-Jones, 2014 ) is a comprehensive miRNA database which provides published mature miRNA sequences, along with their predicted source hairpin precursors, annotations and functions. PMRD (Zhang et al., 2010) , PNRD (Yi et al., 2015) and PMTED (Sun et al., 2013) provide information of miRNA and integrate predicted miR-Tar interactions (MTIs) in plants. StarBase (Yang et al., 2011) , PmiRKB (Meng et al., 2011) , TarBase (Vlachos et al., 2015) and miRTarBase (Chou et al., 2016) can retrieve MTIs by degradome-based validations or published literatures. Some web-based programs use computational methods to predict MTIs, including miRanda (John et al., 2004) , TargetScan (Lewis et al., 2005) and psRNATarget (Dai and Zhao, 2011) . These databases and tools are valuable for researchers in the analysis of miRNAs and their targets in plants.
According to base complementary pairing rule and plant miRNAs action model, sequence alignment can be taken to predict the MTIs computationally. But most of the predictions are not reliable and require further experimental validations. Through degradome-based validation algorithms ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ), we can identify the MTIs with experimental proofs. In the meantime, gene regulatory networks can describe the interactions between regulatory factors and encoding genes, which has become a useful way to study the miRNA regulatory pathways (Xu et al., 2011) and predict the biological meanings of MTIs. In this work, using almost all available degradome data, we built a degradome-based plant miRNA-target interaction and network database (DPMIND), which provides a comprehensive retrieval and analysis platform to study the miRNAs and their targets in plants. It can not only retrieve the verified MTIs, but construct the degradome-based miRNA regulatory networks (MRNs).
Database content
Database description. DPMIND contains 3794 miRNAs and 69 degradomes from 10 plant species. We predicted 34 514 targets and 64 195 MTIs by psRNATarget. After degradome-based validations, we finally verified 1692 targets and 28 666 MTIs (Supplementary Table S1 ). It was found that 4.9% targets and 44.7% MTIs could be validated by degradome data, implying the necessity of validations. Moreover, we evaluated the accuracy of DPMIND by comparing the verified results with other degradome-based miRNA databases, like PmiRKB, TarBase and miRTarBase. The average consistency rate was more than 90%, suggesting that the verified MTIs in DPMIND are reliable. In addition, the number of verified MTIs in DPMIND is significantly higher than that in above databases (Supplementary Table S2 ).
Retrieve verified MTIs. Users can retrieve predicted/verified MTIs and their complementary base figures, annotations of the targets, descriptions of the degradomes, confidence-levels of verified results and t-plot figures ( Supplementary Figs. S2 and S3 ). Users can download the t-plot figures in PDF format. In addition, they also can filter the verified MTIs ( Supplementary Fig. S4 ) according to two confidence-levels (Category I and II).
Construct miRNA/target-specific networks. DPMIND can construct the miRNA/target-specific networks based on specific or all degradomes, and the depth of network can reach three layers. It means that users can study the interactions between miRNAs and miRNAs, miRNAs and targets, targets and targets (Supplementary  Table S3 ). If users choose a miRNA as the start point, level 1 means the algorithm will find all the targets regulated by this miRNA. Level 2 means the algorithm will find all the miRNAs regulating those targets from level 1. Level 3 means the algorithm will find all the targets regulated by those miRNAs from level 2. In addition, MTIs are more solid if verified by multiple degradomes and lined in red.
Construct degradome-specific networks. DPMIND can also construct the degradome-specific networks based on specific or all degradomes, allowing the comparisons of the MRNs in different tissues, under various treatments, or even across different plant species. As an example, the degradome data GSM476257 (inflorescences), GSM960648 (leaf), GSM455938 (seedling) and GSM455939 (panicle) from rice were employed to build the degradome-specific networks.
By comparing these MRNs, we can find that the networks of reproductive organs are much more complex than those of other organs in rice, suggesting that miRNAs may play more essential and complicated roles in reproductive development (Supplementary Table S4 ). Through comparing the degradome-specific networks, we can identify the tissue/ treatment-specific sub-networks and further identify the critical miRNAs, their targets and their relatives involved in the tissue/organ development or some specific treatments.
User interfaces
DPMIND provides various query functions and graphical visualization pages to facilitate the access of verified MTIs and degradomebased MRNs (Table 1) .
Conclusion
DPMIND is a high-confidence reference and analysis platform for studying the interactions and networks of miR-Tar in plants. It contains the latest resources of miRNAs and almost all available plant degradome data from public platforms. Users can easily identify the validated targets of specific miRNAs and the miRNAs targeting specific mRNAs. More importantly, DPMIND can construct miRNA/ target-specific networks and degradome-specific networks. 
